EAC Series Undereave Soffit Vent

EASY INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 1
Select area for installation, make sure there are no obstructions or hidden wiring. Cut the appropriate sized hole with a sabersaw or keyhole saw.

Model Number       Opening Size
EAC 16-B            15" x 7"
EAC 16-6            15" x 5"
EAC 16-4            15" x 3"

STEP 2
Center over the opening with the louvers facing toward the house and nail or screw in place.

DETERMINE THE RIGHT AMOUNT OF VENTILATION FOR YOUR HOME

Did you know that most homes aren’t properly ventilated? That means relatively little intake and exhaust ventilation in the attic. Effective ventilation, according to industry tests, requires 1.2 square inches of free ventilating area per square foot of attic. This provides a uniform air flow of .8 cubic feet per minute per square foot of attic.

MODEL NO.  WHITE  BROWN  DIMENSIONS  CONSTRUCTION  NFA (SQ. IN.)
MILL  EAC16X4E W  EAC16X4E  EAC18X4BR  16" x 4"  Screened Aluminum  255.3
      EAC16X8E  EAC16X8W  EAC16X8BR  16" x 8"  Screened Aluminum  65

Made in the U.S.A.